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§ 1. Introduction

Let F=(Y l5..., Yky be a random vector with the multinomial distribution

Mk(n, π), i.e.,

n\ Πί = i (πylnjl), Πj = 0, 1,..., n 0 = 1,..., k)

and Σ ί = i«; = ">

, otherwise,

where π=(π 1 , . . . , πk)\ πj>09 Σ ; = iπ./==1 For testing the simple hypothesis
H: π=p (p a fixed vector) against K: πφp, the following three statistics are
commonly used:

(1) Pearson's chi-square statistic

T^ΣΪ-Λrj

(2) Log-likelihood ratio statistic

T2 = 2Σ'ϊ-iYj

(3) Freeman-Tukey statistic

where p = (pl9..., pj'9 pj>O(j = l,...,k) and Σ * = i P j = l

It is well known (e.g., see Bishop, Fienberg and Holland [2, p. 313]) that under
the null hypothesis these three statistics have the same chisquare distribution with
fc — 1 degrees of freedom in the limit. We use the chi-square approximation when
expected numbers npj are not small. But this brings about the question of how
small the numbers npj can be without invalidating the chi-square approximation.
There are many papers attempting to answer this question, in particular, for the
case of Tl9 but there is wide difference of the proposed numbers for npj. Another
question arises in some practical applications when these statistics show signifi-
cantly different values for a finite sample, in particular, between 7\ and T2 or T3.

Yarnold [6] obtained an asymptotic expansion for the null distribution of Tx
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and studied the accuracy of the chi-square and other approximations to it. In

this paper we give asymptotic expansions for the null distributions of T2 and Γ3

similar to that of 7\. Based on the asymptotic expansions, we shall propose new

approximations for T2 and T3.

§ 2. A preliminary lemma

In this paper we assume π=p, since we treat the null distributions of Tt.

Define

Xj = (Yj-npj)ljn, j = 1,..., k,

and let X=(Xl9...9 Xr)\ where r = /c—1. Then the random variable X is a

lattice random vector which takes values in

L= {x = (x l r.,x r)'; x = (lljn)(m-nq) and meM}

where <f=(j>i,..., pr)
f and M is a set of integer vectors m=(nί9...9 nr)' such that

Πj>0 and Σy = I nj-^ n. We can express X as

where Z l v . . , Zn are independently identically distributed lattice random vectors

having the distribution of a random vector obtained by deleting the /cth component

of the random vector with the multinomial distribution Mfc(l, p).

LEMMA 2.1. Let x = (lljn)(m — nq). Then for any meM,

(2.1) Pτ(X=x) = n-'l*φ{x) jl + J ^ i W + ±h2 (x) + O(n~

where φ(x) = (2π)-"2\Ω\-V2 e x p ( ~ ^ - x ' i T 1 * ) , Ω = diag

y Ai

and xk=-Σj = ιxj'

PROOF. Let Q(t) be the characteristic function of Y*—(YU...9 Yr)
f, which is

given by
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Q(t) = ΣmeM exp ( i f * ) Pr (Y* = « )

where ί=(f,,..., t
r
)'. Then, for any x=(ll

s
/n)(m-nq)eL, we have

=x) = Pr (F* = m)

" ρ<<)exp(-if«) A
—π J—π

where γ(t) = Q(tlyJή)exp( — iy/nt'q). For large n and fixed ί, y(ί) can be ex-
panded as

y(t) = exp(- \t'Qt){\ + ΣUn-^2bj(t)+O(

where

61 (0 = ξ- {Σϊ-iPjή - 3(ί'ϊ) ί'Oί - (t'9)*h

b2(t) = A- ̂ (r)^ + V- {ΣUPjή - 4(ί't) Σ'j-

- 3(t'Ωt)2 + 6(t'q)2t'Ωt + 3(ί'^)4}.

Form a discussion on the asymptotic expansions of the density functions of
sums of independent identically distributed random vectors (e.g., see Bhattacharya
and Ranga Rao [1, p. 231]) it follows that

exp (it'x) e x p ( - \t'

{1 + Σ3=i*-J/2bj(t)} dt + O(n-3'2)~}.

Now then the formula (2.1) is obtained by substituting the above expressions of
bt(t) and b2(t) and carrying out the integration with the aid of formulae of the
inverse Fourier transforms for the normal density and its derivatives.

Let D = diag(p1,...SJpfc), Jp = (yjpu..., VA) '» and A = (al3...9aJ be a kxr

matrix such that (A, yjp) is an orthogonal matrix. Define

z = (*!,..., zk)
r = Hx

(2.2) Γ I,
A'χi2\ \x.

- 1 , . . . , -
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Then, noting that HΩH' = Ir and λ/Jpy(αjz) = xJ , we can express (2.1) as

(2.3) Pr (X=x) = n-'l1 \Ω\-χl2{f(z) +

where

(2.4) f(z) = (2π)-'/*exp(- \z'z) jl + -^

and

I Σ)-i -^

§3. Asymptotic expansions for Pr (XeB)

In order to get an asymptotic expansion for Pr (Xe B), it is necessary to sum

the local expansion (2.1) over all the points in B Π L. It is known (Esseen [3],

Ranga Rao [5]) that such a lattice sum can be expressed as a Stieltjes integral when

B is a Borel set. Yarnold [6] gave a reduction for the Stieltjes integral when B

is an "extended convex set". It is convenient to summarize here Yarnold's

result, since we will use it in the subsequent sections. A set B is called an extended

convex set if B has the following representation for every le{l,...,r}:

B = {x = ( * ! , . . . , χ r ) ' : λt(x*) <Xι< θfr*) a n d

x* = (x lv..,x,_i, x l + 1,...,x r)'eβ|}

where B^R1"1 and λh θι are continuous functions on Rr~ι. If B is an extended

convex set, then

(3.1) Pr (Xe B) = Jλ + J2 + J 3 + O(n~^2)

where

Jί = [" \B

φ(x) i1 + Jϊ
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- Sί(yJnxιΛ-npι)hί(x)φ(x)

— d Ίθι(χ*)

-t- S2(<JtιXι + npι)—£—Φ(%) dxι "dxι-\,
0X\ J λi(**)

Ly = {xy: Λτy = (1 /'yjπ) (rij-npj) and ny is integer},

I

2

52(x) is the real-valued periodic function of period one such

that S2(x) = -i-(x 2-x + -|Λ on 0 < x < 1,

L \ /JAiί**^ "^ f l^Xi j , Λ/_ i ) \JΛX J) X; .(. i , , Xψ)

The J x term can be regarded as the Edgeworth expansion for a continuous
distribution, while the J2 term is a term to account for the discontinuity in X. It is
known that J2 = O{n~l>2) and J 3 = O(n"1). Since Pearson's chi-square statistic
Ti is expressed as 7\ = XlQ-\X9' it holds that

where Bx = {x = (x1,..., xr)
;: xΏ" 1x<c}. Hoel [4] evaluated the J ! term for the

case of B = BV Yarnold [6] evaluated the J2 term for the case of B=Bt and
showed that Jί+J2 provides very accurate approximation to Pr (Tt <c).

§4. Log-likelihood ratio statistic

We can express the null distribution of T2 as

(4.1) Pr(T2

where B2 = {x = (x ί,..., xr)': T2(x) < c} and

(4.2) T2(x) = 2 Σ}= i (npj + y/ήxj) log {1 + x,/

Observing that the set B2 is an extended convex set, we can write (4.1) as the

formula (3.1) with B=B2. In the following we shall evaluate the Jx and J2 terms.
Making the transformation (2.2), we can write Jt as

(4.3) Ji

where f(z) is given by (2.4) and 5 2 = {z = (z1,..., zr)': Γ ^ H - ^ ^ c } . We may
regard Jx as the distribution function of T2(H~ίZ) when Z has a continuous
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density function /(z). Then the characteristic of T2(H"ιZ) is defined by

(4.4) C(t) = (°° ... Γ exp {UT2(H-*z)Wz)dz.
V-αo J-όo

We can expand T2(H~1z) as

(4.5) r2(tf-'z) = z'z ~ Λ Σ} («i«)3

in the set Θn of z for which \ajzlyjnpj\<l9 j = l,. » r. Substituting (4.5) into
(4.4), we obtain

(i/ z'z) [ι ~ VTe x p

The validity of thiδ reduction is obtained by controling the errors of approx-
imations. For example, if we define the set An of z by | Zj\ < 2^/2 log n, j = 1,..., r,
then it can be checked that for Sufficiently large n,

(i) ' Λnc.θH,

(ii) ί J/(z) |^ = o(/a-2).
Jyln

The formula (4.6) follows by dividing the region of the integral in (4.4) into Λn

and Ac

n and using the properties (i) and (ii). Carrying out the integral (4.6) with
the aid of the moment formulae for a multivariate normal variate, we obtain

(4.7) C{t) = ( l - 2 ΰ [ ^ ( )

+ O(n~3'2).

Inverting (4.7) we obtain

(4.8) /1

x {Pt(χϊ <c)- Pτ(χ}+2<c)} + O{n~^).

Next we consider the J2 term in (3.1) with B=B2. Approximating
tS1(s/nxι+npι)φ(xy]lι

ι\z'!.] by its asymptotic approximation

exp (- i-
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and using the same argument as in Yarnold [6], we obtain an asymptotic approx-
imation to J 2 ,

(4.9) Λ = (N2 - «'/2F2)exp(- ±.ή/{(2πn)' Πkj-iPj}1/2

where N2 is the number of lattice points in B2, i.e.,

(4.1) N 2 = f{jc;jceL and T2(x) < c}

and V2 is the volume of B2. We shall give an expansion for

(4.11) V2 = {: [ dx

where z = Hx is defined by (2.2) and B2 = {z: z = Hx and xeB2}. Consider the
transformation z-*u such that T2(H~ίz) = u'u. Using (4.5) we can express z in
terms of u as

+ Σ5-i ~ («»

for sufficiently large n. It is seen that the Jacobian of the transformation is

- -γ^ \iouu' + 5(u'u)i, + 3 Σ5-i -j: (βj«')2βyβ;

η X^k

From (4.11) we obtain

(4.12) V2 =

- 6
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where Vx is the volume of Bί9 i.e.,

(4.13) Vx = \Ω\^2[ ' λ du
J Ju'u<c

The J3 term is very complicated. However, from the general result in Section

3 it follows that J3 = O(n~1). Neglecting the J3 term, it is suggested to use

(4.14) Jt + J2

as an approximation to Pr (T 2 <c), where J\ and J2

 a r e defined by (4.8) and (4.9),

respectively.

§ 5. Freeman-Tukey statistic

The null distribution of the Freeman-Tukey statistic T3 can be expressed as

(5.1) Pr (T3<c) = Pr (XeB3)

where B3 = {x = (xu..., xr)': T3(x) < c} and

(5.2) T3(x) = 4Σ} = i iinpj + sβxj)1/2 - JήPj}
2.

It is easily seen that B3 is an extended convex set. Therefore we can write (5.1)

as the formula (3.1) with B = B3. In the following we shall evaluate the Jx and J2

terms in (3.1) with B = B3. When \xjl(Jήpj)\ = \(a'jz)ly/npj\ < 1 and |l/(πpy)| < 1,

we can expand T3(x) as

(5.3) T3(x) = T3{H~H)

+

The Jx term can be obtained by using the formula (5.3) and the same method as in

the case of T2. The final result is given by

(5.4) J, i

where
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Applying an argument similar to that in the case of T2, we can obtain an
asymptotic approximation for the J2 term given by

/ 1 \ /

\J.D) J2 — \iy3 — ft y 2>) e x p I — ^ C Jl \\Δrl) Y YJ

where N3 is the number of lattice points in B3, i.e.,

(5.6) N3 = Hx: XGL and T3(x) < c}

and

(5.7) V3 =

Similarly we can derive an asymptotic expansion for V3. For this, we consider the
transformation z-+u such that T3{H~1z) — u'u. From (5.3) we can write the
transformation as

Therefore we have

(5.8) v,

= Fi {ι"
where Kt is given by (4.13).

The formulas (5.4) and (5.5) will be useful in getting closer approximations to
Pr (T3<c).
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